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Classic Aussie Cruise

Picnic on Sydney Harbour

JOY BAR
The coolest wine bar on Sydney Harbour
Joy wine bar offers evening cruises in a relaxed lounge wine bar environment. Cruise the beautiful Sydney Harbour during twilight as the
sunsets and the city lights turn on, before returning to dinner at one of the waterfront restaurants in Darling Harbour. Or have an early dinner
and then join us for a taste exclusive, our ‘Wine and chocolate pairing’. We’ve worked with a local boutique chocolate company to find 3 perfect
combinations of wines paired with gourmet chocolates.

Cruise Options

Departure information

Cruises operate from Wednesday to Sunday evenings

75 minute duration

Depart

Return

7:30pm
9:00pm

$99

Darling Harbour

6:00pm

Wine & chocolate pairing menu

$60

Darling Harbour

7:30pm

Cruise with one drink included

$35

Pre dinner cruise with drink, followed by restaurant dinner

Sydney’s newest wine bar
Charters | Evening Cruises | Special Events
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Book a Private Charter
Birthdays and Anniversaries
Enjoy your birthday or anniversary on one of the best harbours in the world. Fantasea Cruising offers a
large variety of services to cater to your every need when planning a special event. We can pick up and
drop off at any designated wharf. We promise friendly and professional crew, flexible set-up options,
catering and beverage options and fully equipped sound systems.

Fantasea Cruising delivers the most personalised experiences on
Sydney Harbour. We are the most creative and most flexible team on
the water. Whatever your itinerary may be, our experiences can be
tailored to your requirements.

We will depart when you want, where you want and for however long
you want. With Fantasea Cruising we build the experience around your
itinerary, not the itinerary around our requirements. No request is too
small or too big and every desire is met with the highest consideration.

With the flexibility to cater for 2 to 1200 people, we offer charters in
a range of vessel sizes from 16 seater Yellow Water Taxis to a fleet of
large ultramodern catamarans. The size and flexibility of our fleet and
the expertise of our staff can cater to any requirement.

From short, fast services delivered with precision, to intricate
entertainment events delivered with style and enthusiasm. We
guarantee a level of care unrivaled on Sydney Harbour.

No matter what your event, we’ve got you covered!
Catering packages: Starting from $15 per person. We can

Christmas Parties
Celebrate Christmas in style as we bring the party to the most beautiful harbour in the world. Enjoy the
views and soak up the most iconic sights of Sydney with a
party venue like no other.
Packages include vessel hire, friendly and professional crew, flexible set-up options, various drink
packages including an open bar, and a flexible buffet menu.
December comes around quickly, so get in early.

do buffet, canape & fork food, high tea, picnic lunch, themed stations
or BYO.

Drink packages: Starting from $14 per person. Open bar
packages, cash bar or BYO. Choose from a selection of assorted wine,
beers, soft drinks and juices.

Decoration: Flowers, interior decoration, posters, banners,

Services: Security hire, wine tasting services.

When it comes to weddings, it’s all about the location. What better way to celebrate your special day
than on one of the most picturesque harbours in the world? We have a wide range of charter vessels
available for all group sizes and requirements.
Call us for a quote tailored to suit your needs and budget.

Educational Excursions
Take your students outside the classroom and into the real world. With small Yellow Water Taxis
accommodating 17 guests, to large catamarans with a capacity of over 300 guests, we can
accommodate any group size.
With marine tours such as whale watching and Classic Aussie Cruise, we create experiences to suit
your needs. Please give us a call to discuss your ideas.

Private
PrivateEvents
Events
Our dedicated and professional team will ensure that your special event or charter goes exactly
according to plan. Whether it is an intimate cruise or a product launch, a team building exercise or a
grand family reunion, we invite you to journey with us to experience the finest that Sydney Harbour
has to offer.
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For more information call us on 1800 326 822

Designated pick-up
and drop-off times

Flexible set-up
options

Various catering and
beverage options

printed photographs, whatever you need!

Entertainment: Live band, DJ hire, laser clay shooting.

Wedding Receptions

Friendly and
professional crew

Catalina cocktail party

Free WiFi

Fully equipped
sound system

About our Fleet
Catalina

Escapade

Max capacity: 399 passengers Ferry
250 passengers Events

Max capacity: 198 passengers Ferry
120 passengers Events

Catalina is a premium function and events
vessel, purpose-built to provide limitless
interior configurations. Catalina is unmatched
for flexibility on Sydney Harbour.

Escapade is the perfect vessel to unwind
and take in the views of Sydney Harbour.
With two covered decks and an open front
landing, this is the most fitting way to enjoy
the harbour in a relaxed fashion.

With three expansive levels, Catalina boasts
two air-conditioned lounge and dining areas
and an open top deck. Perfect for weddings,
corporate parties, private functions, luxury
transfers, dinner cruises, sunset cruises and
harbour tours.

Flexible set up

Open air
top deck

Sound system
& microphone

Escapade is the favoured choice for harbour
cruises, large transfers and networking
events. This vessel strikes a great balance;
facilitating guests to make the most of the
harbour surrounds.

Top deck viewing
platform

6 restrooms

Flexible set up

Licensed bar

4 restrooms

On-board
BBQ

Licensed bar

Joy

8 Seasons
Max capacity: 220 passengers Ferry
120 passengers Events

Max capacity: 120 passengers Ferry
80-90 passengers Events

With two decks, a retractable roof, on-board
BBQ and a tailored interior, 8 Seasons is
unlike any other vessel on the harbour.
The ability to open the vessel to the sun,
sea and sights, whilst still preserving
its weather resistance is a unique and
wonderful strength.

With two large decks, Joy is specifically
designed for intimate functions and harbour
tours. Offering fantastic views through
the large main windows and the hybrid
upper deck, this vessel is loved by all for its
particularly warm and friendly atmosphere.
Joy Bar is a funky licensed wine bar, offering
a variety of cruise options with a modern
and intimate interior. It is perfect for private
charters.

Catering for private functions, premium
transfers, networking events and harbour
tours, 8 Seasons is the vessel of choice for
those seeking a comfortable and laid back
charter experience.

There is no better vessel to give guests the
experiences they desire.

Options for BBQ catering have proven
popular for guests seeking an authentic
Sydney experience.

Upstairs
retractable roof
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On-board
BBQ

Licensed bar

3 restrooms

All vessels have free WiFi available on board

All vessels have free WiFi available on board

For more information call us on 1800 326 822

Visit www.fantasea.com.au

Top deck viewing
platform

2 restrooms
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Crystal (Based in Pittwater) & Spirit (Based in Sydney)
Max capacity: 210 passengers

Myra (Based in Pittwater)
Max capacity: 120 passengers

Both vessels offer wonderful views throughout their large windows and ample open
air space. With two fantastic outdoor areas, they are the perfect vessels to take in the
captivating sights and glittering views of Sydney. Spirit and Crystal are often used for
Harbour City Ferry services on Sydney Harbour.
Both vessels are an optimum choice for sightseeing, transfers, and open top cruising.
Crystal and Spirit have a licensed bar, flexible set up and lighting options, and free
on-board WiFi.

The Myra is a classic Norman Wright timber ferry built in 1985 and maintained to this
day in an immaculate condition. With a unique vintage charm, this vessel is a beloved
member of the fleet. A large main deck and open top deck provide versatility for use
as a wedding, function, sightseeing, and transfer charter vessel. Free WiFi available on
board.

Cruisin’
Freedom (Based in Queensland)
Max capacity: 350 passengers
Freedom is a high capacity fast ferry, capable of moving large volumes of people.
With great viewing platforms, Freedom is a vessel suitable to be used in many
different environments, including for cruise ship transfers.
With a fabulous special feature of a hydraulic ramp on the front, Freedom has the
capability to undertake beach landings or landings in difficult locations. With multiple
access points and a roof viewing platform in a high position, Freedom also has a
comfortable main cabin designed for medium to long voyages. Free WiFi available on
board.

Max capacity: 26 passengers
With a brand new fit out with multiple new features such as a refrigerator and on board
toilet, Cruisin’ is a spectacularly designed high speed rigid inflatable with a high-end
finish. Suitable for small group adventure travel and with the ability to access unique
places, including beach landings, Cruisin’ will deliver a great day out. Ask us for more
details as to the current location of this fabulous boat. Free WiFi available on board.

Explorer
Max capacity: 28 passengers

Dreamer (Based in Queensland)
Max capacity: 270 passengers

Known as the “Shopper Hopper”, Explorer is used as a popular hop-on hop-off
shopping transfer to and from Birkenhead Point outlet shopping centre. This vessel is
a spacious, high-capacity water taxi. It features a large cabin with comfortable seating
and large open windows to allow passengers to enjoy a great view of the harbour.
Free WiFi available on board.

With great viewing platforms and multiple access points, Dreamer has a comfortable
main cabin designed for medium to long voyages. The cabin includes a flexible fit-out
with tables and a serving area and bar/catering area.
Dreamer is capable of moving large volumes of people and has a roof viewing
platform. Dreamer has multiple toilets on the lower deck.

Walamai
Max capacity: 28 passengers

Free WiFi available on board.

Walamai is a spacious, high capacity water taxi. Featuring a high quality interior,
this vessel is designed to perfectly cater to the needs of medium capacity transfers
and harbour cruises. Guests have the ability to get out onto an open front deck for
unbeatable photo opportunities.

Avalon (Based in Queensland)
Max capacity: 220 passengers
With high quality seating designed to move large numbers of people from A to B,
Avalon has a very functional vessel design.
With access all the way around the outside of the vessel, guests can walk down the
side of the vessel for great viewing points for activities like whale watching.
Free WiFi available on board.

Magnetic - 100 passengers

Arcadia and Magnetic are Fantasea Cruising’s car and passenger ferry vessels that
service the Townsville to Magnetic Island run. The vessels facilitate drive-on vehicles
along with walk-on passengers. Both vessels have a large top deck for great viewing
of the magnificent sights as the vessel makes its way to its destination.
Free WiFi available on board.

Max capacity: 16 passengers
Barangaroo and Wallaru are our premium Yellow Water Taxis, raising the bar for small
capacity vessels in Sydney. With an extremely spacious interior, top quality finishing, a
fridge and on board bathroom, Barangaroo and Wallaru are truly exceptional vessels.

Arcadia & Magnetic (Based in Townsville)
Max capacity: Arcadia - 290 passengers

Barangaroo & sister vessel Wallaru

From short, fast services delivered with precision, to intricate entertainment events
supplied with style and enthusiasm, we can guarantee a level of care unrivalled on
Sydney Harbour. Free WiFi available on board.

Guruwin & sister fleet of vessels
Max capacity: 16 passengers
Guruwin is part of a 10 vessel fleet of Yellow Water Taxis that service the Sydney Harbour
area. These vessels are the perfect way to travel around Sydney in small to medium sized
groups, for sight seeing tours or business transfers. All have spacious interiors, leather
seats, carpet and personalised commentary by our friendly and knowledgeable skippers.
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Booking Conditions
These are the Terms and Conditions under which you book
and travel on any Fantasea Cruising and Yellow Water Taxi
product we sell you. You are bound by these Terms and
Conditions, so it is important that you read them carefully.
1. In these conditions any reference to ‘Riverside Marine’,
‘Fantasea Cruising’, ‘Fantasea Cruises’,’Yellow Water Taxis’,
‘Fantasea Water Taxis’,‘We’, ‘Our’, ‘Us’ means Riverside
Marine NSW Pty Ltd ABN 28 001 868 113.
• Certain laws such as the Competition and Consumer
Act 2010 (Cth) and any applicable state based consumer
legislation (from here known as ‘consumer laws’) are in
place for your protection. They are designed to ensure
our services are provided with due care and skill and are

• After you make your booking, either directly or indirectly

Conditions do not alter any protection given to you by
consumer laws.
• ‘Passenger’, ‘You’, ‘Your’ means any person or persons
booked for travel or travelling on our vessel.
• For your convenience, we have an online booking system
available on our website www.fantasea.com.au. You may
also make bookings by phone 02 9556 9222 (direct) or
through an agent (indirect).

3. A. Cancellations & Refunds (Fantasea Cruising)

When booking with Fantasea Cruising and Yellow Water
Taxis, you give consent to featuring in any photography
taken on-board. This photography may be used in
promotional material.
1. Bookings & Tickets (Fantasea Cruising)

Townsville to Magnetic Island
Beautiful Magnetic Island, situated only 8 km offshore from Townsville,
is a quick and easy trip by our ferry and a perfect destination for a
day in the sun or a weekend getaway. Both passenger and car ferry
services operate approximately every 2 hours for a 40 minute trip to
the island making it simple to visit Magnetic Island, and maximising
your time to enjoy the island’s beauty and myriad of activities.

Only a 40 minute ferry from
Townsville to Magnetic Island
Transfer for vehicles

With 320 days of sunshine per year, over 20 beaches and half of the
island covered in National Park, ‘Maggie’ is the perfect place for a
holiday or quick escape. Activities on Magnetic Island range from
active pursuits such as hiking, fishing, diving, and snorkelling to the
more leisurely choices of lounging on perfect beaches, swimming in
crystal clear waters and enjoying the local wildlife. Whether you want
to be on the go, or a fixture on the beaches, Magnetic Island is your
perfect getaway.

Low season

from

$160

Shoulder season

from

$190

High Season

from

$220

One way

Return

Transfer prices for walk-on passengers:
Adult
Walk-on ferry services for passengers without a
vehicle.

Car ferry services to take vehicles on board from
Townsville to Magnetic Island and back.

$13

$26

$9.50

$19

Child (4- 14yrs)

$7

$14

Pensioner & Senior

$7

$14

Infant (under 4 yrs)

FREE

FREE

only return

$62

Student/ Defence

Family (2 adults + up to 3 kids)
A short trip of only 40 minutes with picturesque
views.

320 days of sunshine per year to soak up the rays
and sandy beaches.

Crystal clear waters with many beaches to swim and
explore the sea life.

To find out more, visit:

www.fantaseacruisingmagnetic.com.au
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Return

• All persons travelling on the Vessel must be issued with a
ticket for the voyage unless that person is a member of a
group who has chartered the vessel.
• Children’s fares are infants aged zero to four (0-4) and
not all vessels or tours are suitable for children. Age
restrictions may apply.
• All bookings not made directly with us should be
• After you make your booking, either directly or indirectly

and invoice to make sure all your details are correct.
This invoice is your ticket which entitles you to board our
vessel and is only valid for the named ticket holder and
(where applicable) the vehicle referred to for the voyage
for which it is issued.
• In the case where an error has been made in your
booking, please contact us to have your details amended.
While we understand that errors may occur from time
to time, we have discretion as to whether or not any
additional fees will apply for changes to your booking
subject to the ‘Cancellation and Refunds’ section below.

Although we would love to have you on board, we
understand that plans can change. Should you change
your travel date, we ask that you notify us or your agent
immediately. The refunds or cancellation charges payable
will depend on the amount of notice you give us:
Days before travel date Cancellation Charges:
- No show
No refund
- Less than 24 hours
75% of full fare
- 2-7 days
50% of full fare
- 8-14 days
25% of full fare
- More than 14 days
No cancellation charges
• No refunds for special event cruise within 30 days of the
event. Including not limited to VIVID Sydney, Australia Day,
Boxing Day, New Year’s Eve and New Year’s Day.
• No cancellation fee applies if we cancel your booking
for any reason. You make seek a refund from the original
place of purchase or a credit note can be made with us
towards another trip within 12 months of original date of
travel. If you made your booking through an agent, please
refer to the agent’s terms and conditions.
For exclusive hire of vessels a signed charter agreement
with separate terms and conditions will be required.

6. General Conduct & On-board Expectations
• We are committed to the safety and well being of all
passengers, crew, and other personnel on board our
vessel. All passengers must comply with these terms and
conditions and obey any reasonable request of the Master
of the vessel and any member of the crew.
• Offensive behaviour will not be accepted. This includes
conduct that is a nuisance, dangerous activity or
offensive in any way that interrupts the enjoyment of the
experience for other people. If a passenger behaves in a
way that negatively impacts others, we will undertake the
following actions:
- Take all reasonable actions to remove the offending
passenger from our vessel at their expense.
- Notify the relevant authorities to receive the offending
passenger onshore and dealt with accordingly.
- Record the offending passenger’s details on our Incident
Register.
7. Smoking, Alcohol & Illegal Substances
- Smoking is not permitted aboard the vessel.
- No alcohol is to be brought onto the vessel.
- Passengers must not bring any illegal substances onto
the vessel.
- Fantasea Cruising Management and staff adhere to the laws
governing the Responsible Service of Alcohol. Alcohol will
not be served to any passenger under the age of 18. Bar
of alcohol will be refused if the passenger fails to provide

and invoice to make sure all your details are correct.
This invoice is your ticket which entitles you to board our
vessel and is only valid for the named ticket holder and
(where applicable) the vehicle referred to for the voyage
for which it is issued.
• All prices are stated in Australian Dollars and includes
GST
• All bookings must be paid in full 24 hours.
• All Credit Cards incur a surcharge. All American Express
and Diners Cards have a service fee of 5%. MasterCard
and Visa, 3% Service Fee. This percentage will be added
• A credit card number must be provided for all bookings
to secure a boat, even if the preferred method of payment
is cash on board
• In the case where an error has been made in your
booking, please contact us to have your details amended.
While we understand that errors may occur from time
to time, we have discretion as to whether or not any
additional fees will apply for changes to your booking
subject to the ‘Cancellation and Refunds’ section below.

3. B. Cancellations & Refunds (Yellow Water Taxi)
Although we would love to have you on-board, we
understand that plans can change. Should you change
your travel date, we ask that you notify us or your agent
immediately. The refunds or cancellation charges payable
will depend on the amount of notice you give us:
- No show
No refunds
- Less than 24 hours
50% of full fare
- 2 – 7 days
25% of full fare
- 8 – 14 days
10% of full fare
- More than 14 days
No Cancellation Charges
*(Excludes special events and New Year’s Eve).
• No refunds for special event cruises. Including but not
limited to Australia Day, Boxing Day, New Year’s Eve.
• No cancellation fee applies if we cancel your booking
for any reason. You make seek a refund from the original
place of purchase or a credit note can be made with us
towards another trip within 12 months of original date of
travel. If you made your booking through an agent, please
refer to the agent’s terms and conditions.

2. Bookings & Tickets (Yellow Water Taxis)

*Fares shown are seasonal and when booked online which is the best
available price. All standard vehicles include up to 5 passengers free
of charge. High season includes Christmas, New Years and Easter.
Shoulder season is school holidays and public holidays. Low season is
anytime outside these seasons.

of the cruise if for any reason the Master of the vessel
considers it necessary for the safety and welfare of the
vessel, its passengers and crew.
• By boarding our vessel, you agree to comply with all
reasonable requests made by us and/or the Master of the
vessel.
• The Master of the vessel has the right to refuse entry
for any passengers for any reason. No compensation will
be given

4. Changing Product Offering, Prices & Services
• All persons travelling on the Vessel must be issued with a
ticket for the voyage unless that person is a member of a
group who has chartered the vessel.
• Children’s fares are infants aged zero to four (0-4) and
not all vessels or tours are suitable for children. Age
restrictions may apply.
• All bookings not made directly with us should be
• All prices are stated in Australian Dollars and includes
GST
• Bookings outside of our normal operating hours are
subject to incur surcharges of $15.00 for every 15 minutes
past 10:00 pm or prior to 8:00 am.
• Bookings outside our operating hours of 8.00 am to
10.00 pm are subject to skipper availability.
• All bookings must be paid in full 24 hours prior to
departure.
• Credit cards will be charged 10 % from the booking total
to secure the booking.
• Outstanding cost of booking will be charged 24 hours
ahead of the booking time.
• For large vessel booking (35 seats and above) Credit
Cards incur a surcharge. All American Express and Diners
Cards have a service fee of 3%. MasterCard and Visa are
nil.
• A credit card number must be provided for all bookings
to secure a boat, even if the preferred method of payment
is cash on board.
• A cash payment can be made to the skipper on the day
of travel. Nonetheless, a credit card must be provided at
the time of pre-booking to secure the boat. A debit of 10%
will be made on the card to ensure correct details and will
be refunded after the transfer
• On all cash on board payments, if passengers have not
cancelled yet fail to present themselves at the booked
time and location, we will debit 100% of the fare from the
nominated card

• While we do our best to provide you with ongoing and
consistent services, circumstances may change from time
to time. In the interests of passenger safety, travel or
weather conditions, economic conditions or otherwise, we
reserve the right to:
• apply additional fuel surcharge,
• arranging alternative vessels,
• make changes to itineraries and service timetables
limited to the following methods:
• Announcement on our website
• Email
• SMS text message
• A public notice
We reserve the right to:
• Substitute any other vessel other than the one
designated for the cruise (including a vessel not owned
by the company) provided that the substituted vessel is of
a similar type and includes similar facilities to the vessel
named in the cruise;
• To cancel or abandon the cruise either before or
during the cruise, if the Company or Master of the vessel
considers in their sole and absolute discretion that the
cancellation of the cruise is necessary for reasons of
weather or in the interest of the safety and well-being
of the vessel, its passengers and crew and the Company
will not be liable for any loss or expense incurred by the
passenger caused by such substitution or cancellation.
5. Master of the Vessel
• The vessel used to provide you with passenger ferry
services are under our absolute control. The direction and
control of the vessel and its crew is at all times the sole
responsibility of the Master of the vessel.
• The Master of the vessel has the sole and absolute
discretion to vary the scheduled route or destination

- Bar staff are trained in the responsible service of alcohol.
Service of alcohol will be refused to any passenger who, in
the opinion of the bar staff, is intoxicated.
- It is in the discretion of the bar staff/crew/Master of the
vessel to refuse alcohol to any passenger for any reason.
- Alcohol will only be served in accordance with the times
8. Liability for Loss or Damage to Property and Personal
Injury
• All personal belongings will be your own responsibility.
Where consumer laws and other laws permits us to
exclude our liability, we will not be liable for:
- Loss of, or damage to, any luggage, property or other
belongings
- Sickness, injury or death during embarkation and/or
disembarkation to or from the vessel and/or at all times
whilst on-board the vessel itself, unless caused by wilful
misconduct or reckless disregard by Riverside Marine.
The passenger releases Riverside Marine, its crew and
personnel from any claim and liability incurred.
• If in the unlikely event that the incident which caused
the loss or damage was during the course of travel within
our carriage and was due to our negligence, you will be
responsible to prove that your loss or damage to property
was the fault of our Company or its personnel.
9. Agents
• Where an agent on behalf of Fantasea Cruising enters a
sale, booking or any other transaction then that agent
shall indemnify Fantasea Cruising for any loss, damage or
expense incurred by Fantasea Cruising as a result of any
misrepresentation, breach of contract or act of negligence
by the agent.
10. Waiting Fees (Yellow Water Taxis)
Waiting charge commences after 5 minutes of pre-booked
time @ $3.30 per minute / per water taxi. If passengers
have not cancelled or fail to show at the booked time or
location the water taxi can only wait up to 15 minutes, they
will be charged 100% of the quoted fare.
11. Online Quotation Calculator – special event days/public
holidays/early or late bookings: (Yellow Water Taxis)
The Online Quotation does not apply for Public Holidays or
Special Event Days. Such as but not limited to, New Year’s
stated. This also applies for Bookings outside our regular
trading hours of 8:00am to 10:00pm, we may still operate
but additional fees apply. For an accurate quotation please
Validity of brochure pricing:
Prices featured in this brochure are valid from July 2017
to March 31, 2018.

Store locations & departure points
Darling Harbour

King Street Wharf

Palm Beach

Pier 26 (underneath Helm Bar)
Darling Harbour, Sydney NSW
Ph: (02) 1800 326 822

King Street Wharf (near Pier 8)
Darling Harbour, Sydney NSW
Ph: (02) 1800 326 822

2/1112-1118 Barrenjoey Rd
Palm Beach NSW
Ph: (02) 9974 2411

Circular Quay

Cockle Bay Marina

Townsville

Jetty No.1, Eastern Pontoon
Circular quay, Sydney NSW

Cockle Bay Wharf
Cockle Bay, Sydney NSW

Ross Street, South Townsville QLD
Ph: (07) 4796 9300

1800 326 822

1800 326 822

www.fantasea.com.au
info@fantasea.com.au
www.facebook.com/FantaseaCruising

www.yellowwatertaxis.com.au
info@fantasea.com.au

